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New York City Fashion Week Recap
NYFW Coverage By NYS-ASE

New York City, 21.09.2017, 18:19 Time

USPA NEWS - New York Fashion Week (NWFW) SS18.
Mimi Tran, Richie Rich, Adriana Sahara, Ionica Moldovianu, Meredith O'Connor, Louise Chantal, Zanita Whittington, Aaron Carter,
Adrian Alicea, Rick Galvin, and Ms New York Nicole Kulovany. These are just a few of the fashion icons and entertainers who were a
part of our fashion week experience for 2017.

Backstage at The Shows hosted by IMG at Skylight Clarkson Sq, on the Intrepid for Style Fashion Week show, at the Sony Playstation
Theater in Times Square, The Crown Plaza hotel, or on Washington Street downtown, we found exciting, edgy fashionistas and
celebrities who took the time for photo op´s to be seen wearing the latest styles. It did not matter if they were walking the runways or
just walking the streets of New York City, we had enough for our three-part series coverage of NYFW. Mimi Tran Designs was one of
our personal favorites since Mimi herself reached out to NYC-ASE prior to the showing of her collection during the Carol Galvin
Foundation's Annual Fundraiser and NYFW runway show. And her highly anticipated presentation had us on the edge of our seats
from beginning to end.

One of the most exciting runway moments during the week was on board the Intrepid at the show featuring Adriana Sahar's collection
hosted by Style Fashion Week. A climactic walk featuring the lovely model and actress Kat Castaño as the show's anchor was the
perfect embodiment of the entire evening. Kat's energy and the sensual outfit by Sahar blew the crowd away. Kat was explosive, sexy,
and commanded the runway with her performance. Everyone in attendance was simply stunned after the show.

On the streets outside of Skylight Clarkson Sq on Washington street, there were numerous models and fashionistas doing
photoshoots with photographers and the press. We took advantage of the moment to shoot with Ms. New York USA Nicole Kulovany.
Nicole's outfit was one of our favorites during our street shoots. Her style simply appealed to us from head to toe.

Highlights from the week's events can be seen in the following photo gallery.
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